WHY GESTURES?
Gestures support learning for many reasons. Given that
gestures are embodied, using them allows teachers to
include children from different linguistic backgrounds.
For approximately one third of Germany’s children and
adolescents, the language of instruction is not their first
or only first language (Bryant & Rinker, 2021). The need
to understand more about strategies which support L2
learning in school settings is particularly pressing.
WHY WORD LEARNING?
To linguists and language teachers, words are in some
respects, what the cell is to biologists. Learning new
words is important for constructing knowledge at every
level of education. Although vocabulary learning is necessary, young people often find the process tedious and
exhausting (Schilitz, 2021). All too often, vocabulary is
forgotten, leading to important concepts being lost.

“Gestures are
good, because
they tell you
what’s coming.”

WHY NATURALISTIC EXPERIMENTS?
Previous studies have demonstrated the beneficial role
of gesture in L2 acquisition. At the same time, however,
this knowledge has not easily translated into improved
teaching (Arndt & Sambanis, 2017). The following experiments focus on word learning, and because they were
conducted with linguistically diverse groups, the results establish that diverse classrooms under naturalistic
teaching conditions can benefit from gestures because
they foster long-term memory and performance.

EXPERIMENT 1
RESEARCH QUESTION
What effects do embodiment-based teaching methods
have in bilingual science lessons in primary school?

Classroom-based empirical
studies on gesture and second
language word learning

PARTICIPANTS AND CONDITIONS
In a classroom research project (quasi-experimental
mixed methods design) children in 4th grade (N = 48)
were tested on 20 science terms. Learning was through
performing gestures or reading animated word clips.
(See QR code above for a demonstration.)
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RESULTS
For the gesture group, results showed that children with
L1 English (46%) better retained the scientific terms
compared with L1 German (33%). This difference was not
statistically significant, meaning gestures support learning for both language groups. However, there were differences in the way children guessed terms they could
not name. English learners were more likely than German
learners to try to remember by speaking t(22)= -2.6, p=
.016, d= -1.06. In addition, while some L1 German learners were able to perform the gesture and verbalise the
meaning, (without remembering the term), this did not
occur once in the L1 English group (Bitmann, 2021: 184).
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RESEARCH QUESTION
Can differences in English vocabulary recall be detected
among upper secondary students, in terms of short and
medium-term retention, or between using more familiar
vocabulary learning strategies (covering, questioning)
versus less familiar ones (learning in relaxation, learning
with gesture)?
PARTICIPANTS AND CONDITIONS
Using an experimental control design, students in 11th
grade in Study 1 (N = 59) and in 12th grade in Study 2 (N
= 69) were tested on English vocabulary relevant for Abitur final exams. Four learning strategies were selected to
compare between both more and less familiar strategies
as well as between strategies used in partner and individual work.

RESULTS
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C = Covering, Q = Questioning, LiR = Learning in relaxation, LwG = Learning with gesture

Study 1 In the short term, covering and mutual questioning were superior, but after 6 weeks students were able
to remember the most vocabulary through gesture.
Study 2 In the follow-up study with new test persons
and twice as many words (20 per learning variant), students were able to remember the most vocabulary words
in the short term as well long term through gesture.

EXPERIMENT 3
RESEARCH QUESTION
In the context of learning and performing a play (14
hours), if the same text is learned in two different ways,
both of which utilize gesture, are there measurable differences between groups in spatial term learning?
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PARTICIPANTS AND CONDITIONS
Children between 8 and 13 years (N = 76) were tested on
their use of English spatial terms in week 1, 3 and 7.
In week 2 of the experiment, matched codified gesture
(CG) and scenic learning (SL) units were designed for a
common theater project. While learning the text (for 3h
spread over 4 days), children were randomized into two
groups where they learned the same text.
In the CG condition the teacher paired one gesture per
morpheme for all the words of the play. In the SL condition the teacher taught the same text in two phases. First
learning the written text and then, in the second half of
the SL sessions using sentence-level gestures to practice
the play. (See QR code above for link to gestures.)
RESULTS
Although over time both groups made similar gains in
spatial term accuracy, this gain was more immediate for
learners exposed to one gesture per morpheme (CG) as
opposed to gestures at the sentence level plus the written text (SL).

DISCUSSION
The three gesture experiments highlighted here draw
upon findings from psychology and neuroscience and
contribute to evidence-based English language teaching.
Gestures are a central part of classroom situations and
offer teachers a powerful tool for supporting learners to
acquire, retain and apply knowledge to new situations. In
addition to exploring gestures in experimental settings,
research from the classroom is necessary since conditions here have a complexity that cannot be reduced
while doing justice to how education is really practiced.

